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About Us
Our vision is to protect consumers by empowering food businesses to launch safe and
compliant products through quality training and e-learning.
With an industry-focused approach, we prioritise experience, the right information and
practical learning to make engaging with our courses easy for our clients and their
stakeholder communities.
As well as being expert trainers, we are expert users of PLM systems and the retailer
policies we train on. Our courses are based on our tried and tested experience – we
teach what we know to help our clients work more efficiently.

WELCOMING

We are friendly,
approachable and open to
new ideas.

Keeping product
launches on track.
Each and every retailer has its own unique PLM
system and specific ways of working to be
navigated. We've put together affordable
training that helps retailers and their supplier
stakeholders to navigate the critical path to a
compliant product launch.
Through a proper understanding of how to use,
apply and comply with requirements, you can
meet your deadlines and ensure the safety of
your end consumers.

ASHBURYTRAINING.CO.UK

POSITIVE

We provide a positive
experience for all.

CONFIDENT

We have integrity and a strong
foundation of expertise.

KEEP IT SIMPLE

We remove complexity,
bringing clarity.
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Our Courses
Our training sessions are delivered by a
highly experienced PLM trainer who guides
delegates through each step of the particular
system, teaching them how to navigate the
user dashboards and view, complete and
submit high-quality specifications.
Training also includes access to a ‘live’
training environment where delegates can
practice within the system before completing
their own specifications. This helps to build
confidence and competence using the
system and significantly reduces the risk of
any specifications being rejected – keeping
you on track.

"The world of compliance is complicated - we set up Ashbury Training with the
ambition to make the day to day product launch process easier. By helping retail
and manufacturing PLM users understand the processes and technology, we
ensure accurate, compliant product information." - James Post, Managing
Director.

Custom Courses
We run bespoke sessions for suppliers who
have more than 4 staff members they are
wanting to train.
Not only are our bespoke courses more cost
effective, but the trainer will also use your
companies' products and specs as examples
throughout to make it as relevant as
possible.
On bespoke courses we can also be more
flexible with timings.

ASHBURYTRAINING.CO.UK
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Menu

We are the chosen provider of stakeholder training for leading retailers globally,
including Tesco, Aldi, Waitrose, M&S, and Amazon.
Note: All our courses can be customised and delivered in private groups or 121 sessions.

ALDI APP
Designed for each category including
Food, Non-Food and Beer, Wine and
Spirits.

AMAZON SANDI AND
ANDI
Half-day sessions to ensure complete
user confidence in navigating the
relevant systems.

M&S FIND

TESCO TQC AND TFS

A two-day in-depth course designed
around recipe and specification
building and M&S NPD process and
policy.

A detailed introduction to product
records and specifications and how
to apply TESCO food standards at
your supplier sites.

WAITROSE WPP

COMPLIANCE WITH
CONFIDENCE

Navigating the system, creating and
maintaining specifications in the
system based on product categories
and accessing Waitrose Policy
resources.

A food labelling training course
providing the skills to design and
approve legally compliant labels
using our risk-based approach.

E-LEARNING

Alongside our trainer-led courses, we can build and already offer a wide range of elearning modules so you can learn in your own time at your own pace. These are a
great tool as a refresher for best practice. Find links to e-learning on the retailer pages
where it is on offer.

ASHBURYTRAINING.CO.UK
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Aldi APP Training
Our Aldi APP course consists of interactive, trainer-led sessions which will take you
through a full overview of the APP system, focusing on key navigation and functionality,
before looking at all aspects of creating and working with APP specifications. The
sessions help delegates to understand the end-to-end specification building process.
We offer open APP courses for food specifications, non-food specifications and beer,
wines & spirits specifications. Each of these will focus on a specific subject to make it as
relevant as possible for all delegates.

Benefits
Learn to navigate around
the Aldi APP system
Build confidence in setting
up your ingredient and
packaging suppliers

Course Information
This course can be delivered virtually or in person.
Depending on the category focus – food, non-food, beer
wine and spirits (BWS) – course length ranges between
1-2 days.
What You Will Learn:
Logging in
APP Navigation
Ingredient Supplier Setup
Packaging Supplier Setup
Raw Material Setup
Packaging Component Setup

Gain the skills to create raw
material compounds and
packaging components to
build your internal database
Understand the workflow,
submission and progression
of a spec

Specification Overview
Specification Sections
Copy Spec
Workflows
Support
Questions

Who Should Join: Designed for technologists, product
developers and regulatory teams in companies who
supply Aldi.

Click for our
E-Learning portal
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Amazon SANDI and
ANDI
Our Amazon training sessions focus on either the SANDI or ANDI system, depending on
which the Amazon supplier is using. The trainer takes delegates through all aspects of
the system and ensures they are confident with each section and can navigate around
effectively.
Our Amazon sessions are shorter and more condensed than our other courses. They
can be completed in half a day and booked on an individual basis by suppliers to
meet their requirements.

Benefits
Become familiar with how to
set up your ingredient and
packaging suppliers.

Course Information
This course can be delivered virtually or in person.
Course length is half a day, from 9:30am - 1pm.

What You Will Learn:
Logging in
Homepage Navigation
Ingredient Supplier Setup
Packaging Supplier Setup
Raw Material Setup
Packaging Setup

Learn to set up your raw
materials, compound
materials and packaging
components within SANDI.
Familiarise yourself with the
Technical Specification
section.
Guidance through how to
view the pack copy for
artwork.

Specification Overview
Specification Pages
Pack Copy UK Only
Attachments
Approval Loop
Support

Who Should Join: Designed for technologists,
product developers and regulatory teams in
companies who supply Amazon.
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M&S FIND
This training is a 2-day in-depth look at the M&S FIND system. We are experts in
working with the Trace One FIND PLM used at M&S and have been delivering sessions
on it for many years. This course is designed to help people get started with FIND by
building recipes and working with their own specifications.
The course introduces the FIND system alongside the new M&S New Product
Development approach and the training is interactive throughout, working on a training
version of the system and also serving as a valuable refresher for people who haven’t
worked with the system for a while.

Benefits
Learn to complete and
submit ‘Right First Time’
specifications for approval
on FIND.
Understand the tools
available and the approval
process requirements.

Course Information
This course can be delivered virtually or in person.
Course length is 2 days of 9:30am-1:30pm sessions.

What You Will Learn:
Logging In / Accepting Product Files
Basic Specification Completion (Inc Raw
Materials & Recipe Creation and Spec
Completion)
Validation, Submission and Approval (Right
First Time (RFT) Accuracy Rating and Checklist,
Comments and Amends)
Packaging Specifications
Who Should Join: Designed for technologists,
product developers and regulatory teams in
companies who supply M&S.
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Learn to create a full and
accurate specification on
FIND and submit to Ashbury
for approval.
You will gain FIND
experience, detailed info on
management of the
specification completion,
M&S Connect, PAL / GRDs
and Recipe Macro.
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TESCO TQC
This training gives a full and detailed introduction to TQC, focusing on food product
records and specifications. We include details and examples of Tesco labelling policies
and its functionality in the creation and progression of a specification, using a variety of
examples. Delegates are encouraged to bring their own product examples for
discussion on Day 2 of the training to make the training interactive and relevant.

Benefits
Understand the relationship
between product records
and specifications.
Understand why an
accurate, detailed
specification is required.

Course Information
This course can be delivered virtually or in person.
Course length is 2 days of 9:30am - 3:30pm sessions.
What You Will Learn:
Introduction and eLearning
Recap
Product Records
Specification Workflow
Creating a Specification

Progressing a
Specification
Scenarios (Counter
Tickets & Multi-packs)
Workshop

Learn the correct workflows
for supplier specifications
and artwork.
Become familiar with multipack and counter ticket
specifications.
Confidently enter your own
products into TQC.

Who Should Join: The TQC course is intended for Tesco
and supplier partner technical colleagues who are new
to Tesco or TQC and want detailed hands-on training.

Click for our
E-Learning portal
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TESCO TFS
TFS training is focused on Tesco’s standards and gives an in-depth investigation of
these and a thorough review and discovery of how best to apply these to the supplier's
site. Manufacturers must comply with these standards in order to begin and continue
supplying to Tesco, so this is a very important session for all Tesco suppliers.
The course is a very hands-on and detailed 3 days in which a skilled trainer / auditor
will take delegates through every aspect of the standards using quizzes and relevant
examples from the delegate’s own sites. The training also features interactive group
work to help solidify the knowledge and exams to complete at the end of each day.

Benefits
Understand the Tesco Food
Standards in detail.
Learn how the new process
will add value to the Tesco
supplier relationship.

Course Information
This course can be delivered virtually or in person.
Course length is 2 days of 9:30am - 3:30pm
sessions.
What You Will Learn:
Introductions
Objectives & Expectations
The Manufacturing Standard
– Why?
The Manufacturing Standard
– Risk Based Approach

Specification Overview
Specification Pages
Pack Copy UK Only
Attachments
Approval Loop
Support

Who Should Join: Designed for technologists, product
developers and regulatory teams.

ASHBURYTRAINING.CO.UK

Gain insights into good
practice in manufacturing
and produce packaging.
Guidance through how to
apply these standards to
your site using practical
exercises.
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Waitrose WPP
Our Waitrose WPP training runs over 3 half days and guides delegates through the
Waitrose WPP system. We offer food specific, non-food specific and beer, wines &
spirits specific training depending on what the supplier supplies to Waitrose. These help
to make the training as relevant as possible for the particular supplier and mean they
can better compare to their own specifications and products.
After attending the course delegates will have a good understanding of Waitrose’s
requirement for Product Specifications to be ‘Right First Time’, how to resolve common
issues and validation errors on the system and how to use WPP for support, access to
further learning and knowledge content (including Waitrose Brand policies).

Benefits
You will clearly be shown
the integration between
Engage, Technical policies,
WPP and artwork.
Highlighting areas of focus
to improve right first time
specs and artwork.

Course Information
This course can be delivered virtually or in person.
Course length for food is 3 days of 9am - 1pm. BWS
and Produce are 1 day of 9:30am - 5pm.

Create right first time WPP
specifications.

What You Will Learn:
MDM & WPP User Summary
Ways of Working – NPD
Waitrose Engage
Product Records
Specification Creation
Gold Standard Spec
Writing

Main Details
Recipe and Raw Materials
Additional Consumer
Advice
Nutrition
Finished Product Standards
Audits & Visits

Process Controls
Packaging
Other Labelling Copy
Specification Progression
Other Food Specs
Artwork Checks

Who Should Join: Suppliers who need to create and maintain specifications in WPP (e.g.
Specification Technologists, Quality Managers or Technical Managers).

ASHBURYTRAINING.CO.UK
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Compliance With
Confidence
Ashbury's Compliance With Confidence training brings over 10 years of our
technical and regulatory consulting experience into an engaging food labelling
course.
We equip you with the knowledge and practical skills needed to navigate
regulatory compliance in the UK, EU or US so you can develop food labels that not only
meet legal requirements but commercial ones too.

Benefits
Ensure you are up to date
with all current food
labelling news and
decisions.

Course Information
This course can be delivered virtually or in-person
over two days (10 hours). We use an interactive
and blended approach to learning with engaging,
practical activities to guide you through each
module, with plenty of time at the end to ask
questions.
What You Will Learn: The course provides a
comprehensive overview of UK and EU labelling
requirements. This includes everything from
nutrition labelling, allergen labelling and
ingredients lists to marketing and nutrition claims,
country of origin labelling and so much more.
Who Should Join: Designed for technologists,
product developers and regulatory teams who are
eager to expand their regulatory knowledge.
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Learn the legal requirements
affecting food labels and
how to apply these in a
practical situation.
Equip yourself with the skills
to design and approve
labels for your products
which meet both legal and
business requirements.
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FAQS
How do I book on to an Ashbury training course?
We have a training portal that serves our suppliers, making it easy to view
upcoming courses and book and pay through the portal itself. Our courses
are all available here. You can book courses, join a waiting list if a
particular course is full or register interest in courses / sessions.
Do you offer 1 to 1 training?
Yes, we offer 1 to 1 sessions which are charged per hour and can be
booked in around you and your team. During this session the trainer is on
hand to answer any specific questions you have about the particular
system or your own specs / products.
Do you offer bespoke training?
Yes, we offer fully bespoke training in which a trainer will deliver directly
to your own staff, using your own products / specs as examples throughout
the course to make it as relevant as possible. These can be delivered
either as online webinars or the trainer can travel to your own site to
deliver it in-house for you.
What are the costs of your courses?
These differ depending on the course you would like to book and range
from £250 to £450. All costs can be found on our portal at this link,
https://portal.ashburytraining.co.uk/w/courses/ Bespoke courses work out
most effective if you have more than 4 delegates requiring the training as
this is charged as a flat fee in which you can book on up to 12 of your
staff.
What are your payment terms?
Payment (or a payment notification) must be received before your course
in order for all course instructions / training links to be sent across to you.
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FAQS
How do I register for your Tesco portal and what is the cost?
You can sign up directly via our registration page at this link,
https://ashburytraining.co.uk/ All information regarding cost and how to
pay are also included on that page.
Do you accept payment via invoice or credit card?
Both! We accept payment via invoice, credit card or PayPal.
Do you issue course certificates?
Yes, you will receive a course certificate at end of your course. Please note
for some courses this will depend on the result from your tests and does
not include 1 to 1 sessions.
How can I contact you directly?
You can contact us at operations@ashburytraining.co.uk or call us on 0845
257 9950.

Check our monthly email or visit our website for the latest
course dates.
ASHBURYTRAINING.CO.UK

Training

Start your
learning with
us today.
Contact details

WEB:

operations@ashburytraining.co.uk
www.ashburytraining.co.uk
0845 257 9950

